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how to use semantic versioning > how to work with scoped packages Semantic versioning 2.0.0 | semantic
versioning Semantic versioning 2.0.0 summary. given a version number major.minor.patch, increment the:
major version when you make incompatible api changes, minor version when Content versioning | address what
matters Content versioning summary. given a digital asset (source code, binaries, groups of files, images,
videos, etc.), run a cryptographically-secure hash over the bits Amazon s3 now supports lifecycle rules for
versioning Amazon s3 now supports lifecycle rules for versioning. this means that you can now use lifecycle
rules for s3 buckets regardless of whether they are enabled for Document management system - wikipedia A
document management system (dms) is a system (based on computer programs in the case of the management
of digital documents) used to track, manage and store Versioning by default in sharepoint - stack overflow How
can i modify a sharepoint site so that versioning is turned on by default in document libraries? Examples of
lifecycle configuration - amazon simple This section provides examples of lifecycle configuration. each
example shows how you can specify the xml in each of the example scenarios. Oasis specification template 2.1
data model. cmis provides an interface for an application to access a repository. to do so, cmis specifies a core
data model that defines the persistent
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